Kitehawk Learning Spelling Program
Dictation Exercises
Choose sentences from the following or create your own sentences.
Explore the concept of questions and the need for a question mark.
Give rule clues where list words (nouns) are used in the plural form (italics).
Remember verbs with 's' added are not plurals (like - likes, swim - swims)
Unit 1-19

[All words used]

1. Did you have a sail on your boat?
2. He will paint the house blue.
3. The rain is on the way here!
4. We have a rule that he must use the train.
5. Did you have more grain on the truck?
6. The snail is on the wet road.
7. The goat had on a blue coat.
Unit 1-20
[All words used]
Language connection: Different type of sentence.
You may tell students to put a comma after "Look" in sentence number 1 and
an exclamation mark at the end.
1. Look, the snail is in the pool! (Exclamatory sentence)
2. Did you see a book in the room? (Interrogative sentence)
3. He will cook food for each of us. (Declarative sentence)
4. At the beach she saw the new moon?
5. It was cool so we got some water and wood for the camp.
6. The blue boot is at the side of the truck.
Unit 1-21

[All words used]

1. Let's go and see the new girl sing.
2. I'll bring five frogs to the side of the deep pool.
3. The tea was too strong for the girl.
4. We'll bring some cool water for her.
5. You're good cooks.
6. She got a new bell and rang it in the street.
7. That thing goes on the shelf.
8. Let's look at how they got a ride home?
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Unit 1-22

[All words used]

1. Which show do you like?
2. I'll show you the lake while the moon is up.
3. We like the little snail in the strong shell.
4. Where has he left the shovel (Australia)?
5. When you come home from the beach you must shake the sand from your
coat.
6. We need low heat to cook the cream.
7. Is the book of words on the top shelf?
Unit 1-23

[All words used]

1. Could the child have cheese for lunch?
2. That cake is cheap.
3. I chose to bring the little moth.
4. These chicks can be fed grain.
5. Can we come? Will there be some food?
Unit 1-24

[All words used]

1. The boy may stay at home to enjoy his lunch.
2. Come over here by the toys.
3. I will ask her to shake the ice to make cool water.
4. She came into the pool to play in the water.
5. He has a room at his house for games.
6. He is as strong as a bull.
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